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We try our best to accurately present to you the Rav's words. Accuracy can sometimes get lost in the

transition from spoken to written word. We would like to thank HaRav Nebenzahl for allowing us to

send you this sicha without his first reviewing it. Although it does expedite matters in getting this

sicha out to you, it does mean that if there is anything in the sicha that may not be understood, the

fault is with us and not with HaRav Nebenzahl.

The Rav asks that his and other Divrei Torah are not read during Tefillah or the Rabbi's sermon.

Shabbat Shalom,

Nehemiah Klein

The Yeshiva  would  like  to  express  its  gratitude to  Richard  and Anita  Grossman for  their  ongoing

support  for  the  Yeshiva  in  general  and  specifically  our  computer  center.   This  enables  us  to

communicate this sicha to you each week - "lehagdil Torah ulehaadira".

       PARSHAT BALAK 5776

"HE SAW NO PERVERSITY IN ISRAEL ... HASHEM IS WITH HIM"

Bilaam prophesies: "He perceived no iniquity in Yaakov, and saw no perversity in Israel" (Bamidbar

23:21). Chazal explain the distinction between these two parts with the parable of a king who had

two friends, one was a true friend and one masqueraded as a friend. The true friend would advise

the king: "do not go there, do not do this, it is not befitting a king, go on the straight path." The

other would say: "do as you wish, nobody will have the nerve to oppose you, after all you are the

king." In the end were the king to follow the advice of the latter he would do something wrong to the

extent that he will become deposed as king.

Bnei Yisrael, as well, Moshe Rabenu may warn them not to do one thing or another, and then comes

along someone else who advises them otherwise until they stray from the straight path. We must

understand that Bilaam was simply mouthing the words which Hashem put in his mouth and Hashem

certainly meant them for good. Furthermore, we recite this pasuk in the malchuyos section of the

Rosh Hashana tefilla. Bilaam, however, instilled the words with negative intent.

Shortly thereafter we find Bnei  Yisrael  sinning with the daughters of Moav in the Sheetim, and

Hashem become angry with them. We are taught that there were 24,000 killed in the plague, but

many more prior to that in the Sheetim. Seeing no perversity in Israel by Hashem is on condition

that they fulfill the next few words of the pasuk: "Hashem his G-d is with him", he must want to

follow the ways of Hashem. The people were guilty of illict relations with the daughters of Moav, the
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Torah tells us that if there is found among us such acts then "He will turn away from behind you"

(Devarim 23:15). If we are not careful then Hashem's wrath will flare. Had it not been for PInchas it

would have been much worse and the Shechina would have completely departed. We pray that the

Shechina does not depart from us due to our immoral acts.

The Torah states: "you are to sanctify yourselves and you shall be holy" (Vayikra 11:44), this means

that first we must work to sanctify ourselves before Hashem will help make us holy. Similarly, the

prophet states in the Name of Hashem: "I will sprinkle pure water upon you, that you may become

cleansed" and only then "I will cleanse you from all your contamination" (Yechezkel 36:25).

In one of the brachot following the haftarah we beseech Hashem: "Have mercy on Zion for it is the

source of our life", this means that without Zion we do not have life. We may eat, drink, and do

much more but the essence of life is lacking without the Beis Hamikdash. When the prophet speaks

of the resurrection of the dead, we first read of Hashem asking the prophet: "prophesy over these

bones! Say to them: O dry bones, hear the word of Hashem" (Yechezkel 37:4). We then read: "then

I looked and behold upon them were sinews and flesh had come up and skin had covered them over,

but there was no spirit in them" (ibid. 8). At this point there was only the physical. At which point

Hashem instructs the prophet "prophesy to the spirit" - instill them with life.  Similarly, Zion, the

Beis Hamikdash, is our life without that we may be physically living, we may have Yeshivot and

Kollelim and are serving Hashem, but the essence of the life is missing.

We pray in the selichos: "do not cast us away from Yourself, and do not remove Your holy spirit from

us. Do not case us away in old age when our strength gives out do not forsake us". I can understand

an elderly person like myself praying for Hashem not to forsake me at this point, but why should a

twenty year old think of that, what does this mean? Rav Dessler explained that although every Jew

is imbued with some holy spirit, the true holy spirit of the Jewish nation comes from the Sages, the

spiritual giants. Today we have no prophets, no tanaaim, no amoraim, we are like an old man whose

wife is also old and is unable to assist him. We pray to Hashem not to forsake us during this time,

may we merit become sanctified and pure.
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